Order Cool Harvest for your World Food Day (October 16, 2013) and Food Day (October 24, 2013)
activities. Cool Harvest is a food, faith, and climate program for congregations brought to you by Interfaith
Power & Light. The program comes with fall "harvest" guide for hosting a cool potluck and a movie. Did you
know that almost one-fifth of climate change pollution comes from the food industry? And as you will learn in this
program, the foods that are healthier for the planet are also healthier for our bodies.
Nourish is the companion film for Enjoy a Cool Harvest. However, no purchase is required to download the free
guides.
Free Guides and Discounted DVDs. Order one or both at www.coolharvest.org
When you order the free Cool Harvest program, you will have the option of purchasing one or both of the
discounted DVDs for $15/each:
NOURISH -- Companion DVD for Enjoy a Cool Harvest
Nourish (30 minutes, DVD) narrated by Cameron Diaz
Watch the Nourish Trailer
With beautiful visuals and inspiring stories, Nourish traces our relationship to food from a
global perspective to personal action steps. Nourish illustrates how food connects to such
issues as biodiversity, climate change, public health, and social justice. In addition to a
half-hour television special, the Nourish DVD includes a collection of 11 short films.
Among the offerings: "Supermarket Secrets" with Michael Pollan, "Edible Education"
with Alice Waters, and "Herbs" with Jamie Oliver. Appropriate for all ages.
Special thanks to the Nourish Initiative (a Program of WorldLink) for its partnership on
Cool Harvest.
DIRT! -- Companion DVD for Sow a Cool Harvest
DIRT! the Movie (86 minutes, DVD) narrated by Jaime Lee Curtis
Watch the DIRT! Trailer
DIRT! takes you inside the wonders of the soil. It tells the story of Earth's most valuable
and underappreciated source of fertility--from its miraculous beginning to its crippling
degradation. The opening scenes of the film dive into the wonderment of the soil.Made
from the same elements as the stars, plants and animals, and us, "dirt is very much alive."
Though, in modern industrial pursuits and clamor for both profit and natural resources, our
human connection to and respect for soil has been disrupted. "Drought, climate change,
even war are all directly related to the way we are treating dirt." It shares the stories of
experts from all over the world who study and are able to harness the beauty and power of
a respectful and mutually beneficial relationship with soil.
Special thanks to Common Ground Media for its partnership on Cool Harvest.
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